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This report describes the determination of the steady-state flow of electrons in an
axisymmetric spherical collector under a variety of boundary conditions. The electron
trajectory equations of motion are solved alternately with Poisson's equation for the
potential field until convergence is achieved.
The bounding surfaces are a sphere below, a spherical cone above, and, optionally,
a thin axial spike suspended from the apex of the cone. Negative decelerating potentials
are prescribed on the cone-spike surface and on segmented zones of the spherical sur-
face. Polar angles of the cone may vary from 0 to 160 .
The principal value of this report is that it pushes design research into the high-
current-density range, where space charge effects are strong. Initial attempts met
with convergence difficulties for current densities above 50 A/cm .
This report describes the method used to surmount these difficulties and handle2
values as high as 100 A/cm . This was achieved in two ways: first, by using variable
mesh spacing to ensure accuracy in regions where the solution was changing rapidly;
and second, by using a fast, accurate subprogram for obtaining the potential field. This
subprogram uses a direct, noniterative numerical solution to Poisson's equation, the
details of which are given in NASA TN D-6438.
The present report includes a description of the mathematical model, a discussion
of numerical techniques, results from two typical runs, and the FORTRAN computer
programs.
INTRODUCTION
Satellite communication systems have been proposed in which the satellite can re-
ceive, amplify, and rebroadcast microwave signals. The high efficiency of the micro-
wave amplifiers to be used is of prime importance to the lifetime and reliability of such
a system.
Microwave amplifiers, as a class, convert the energy of bunched electron beams
into radiofrequency (rf) energy. Since this process is only partially efficient, the re-
maining beam energy is dissipated as heat in the electron collector. However, collec-
tors can be designed and maintained at proper potentials to slow the electrons. The
electron energy is then spent doing work against the collector potential and is recover-
able as useful electrical power.
Reference 1 discusses how the results of the program described in this report are
used in collector design. Reference 2 describes a computer program which solves
Poisson's equation for a given space charge and which is required as a subroutine in the
iterative solution of the current problem.
It is important to realize that there are two characteristics of electron beam trajec-
tory patterns that facilitate efficient collector design:
(1) Good, uniform, vertical and horizontal spreading (i.e., a sufficient rise away
from the entry hole, and a pushing away from the collector axis)
(2) Good, uniform separation permitting insertion of electrodes to collect electrons
near the peak of their trajectories, where their energy is close to minimum
Both these characteristics imply no backstreaming, crossing, or impingement of beams
on the underside of the electrodes.
The original computer program dealt with negative decelerating potentials pre-
scribed only on segmented zones of the sphere. But this approach was ineffective be-
cause of the great distance between these surface potentials and the incoming stream of
electrons.
A second stage of the design was to prescribe a decelerating potential on a cone of
varying polar angle. This slowed down the incoming stream considerably, and in most
cases the beam spread was sufficient.
In other instances where even more beam spread was desirable, a third and final
design modification was made. Here a negative potential was prescribed on a thin spike
suspended from the cone. This had the effect of spreading the flow even more as it
entered, and allowing the other decelerating potentials to come into play more effec-
tively.
The final FORTRAN program reported herein allows for the presence or absence of
an axial spike of varying length, as well as for the choice of decelerating surface poten-
tials on zonal segments of the sphere and on the cone-spike surface. The cone angle
varies from 0 to 160°. Initial conditions also include variable velocity and injection
positions of entering electron groups.
It was assumed that, prior to entry into the collector, the electron beam had been
sorted into graded velocity groups, with the outermost being the slowest. This is phys-
ically more realistic than assuming a constant velocity only. The beam was then
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injected through a small entry hole in the collector where the negative polar axis pierces
the spherical surface. The potential distribution on the surface of the sphere was as-
sumed to be a function of the polar angle only. This report describes the numerical
solution to a problem used in the design of such a collector under varying conditions of
surface potential, current density, and collector geometry.
A typical configuration is shown in figure 1. Notice that the electron groups reach
minimum velocity at their peaks and start falling back. If electrodes of the proper
potential are inserted to collect the electrons at these minimum velocity points, the




Figure 1. - Typical collector geometry (spherical cone).
The numerical technique and computer program described in reference 2 were used
to determine the potential field inside the collector as required. The results were then
used as part of the design criteria of the collector as described in reference 1.
n
In situations where current density is low, less than 10 A/cm , space charge effects
were found to be negligible. But with higher current densities and associated higher
space charge, certain problems arise near the entry hole that require special techniques
to ensure numerical stability. This report describes these techniques. Current densi-
o
ties as high as 100 A/cm were dealt with successfully. Initially, calculations were suc-
cessful only with current densities half as large, before numerical difficulties precluded
further computation.
A complete description of the mathematical model is given, along with a discussion
of the assumptions made. The technique used in determining the space charge distribu-
tion is then described. Appendixes A to G contain the results of two typical computer
runs, a complete listing of the FORTRAN computer program, flow charts, magnetic
field calculations, the derivation of the equations of motion, and the mathematical
symbols.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The problem is to determine the steady- state potential field and the associated
steady- state electron beam trajectory patterns within a spherical collector (1) for any
specified collector geometry (cone angle; collector radius; entry hole radius; and length
of axial spike, if any), (2) for negative potential distribution on the surfaces of the col-
lector, and (3) for magnetic field distribution and electron beam initial entry conditions
(current, current density, perveance, injection angles, positioning, and velocity).
This involves the determination at every mesh point in the sphere of the potential V
that satisfies Poisson's equation
V2V =T(V) (la)
where
32V , 2 3V , 1 32V , cot 9 9V , 1 32V
 (lb)
The bars refer to dimensioned values. All mathematical symbols are defined in appen-




We may now write
f(V)=^ (Id)
eo
The right-hand term in equation (Id) is related to space charge resulting from the
beam trajectories. These trajectories are obtained from the solution to the differential
equation of motion (eq. (3)). Note that the determination of V is an iterative process,
in that the right-hand side (or source term), which depends on the space charge,
changes when the internal potential V changes.
The source term consists of the dielectric constant €Q and Pe(V) where
(2)
The velocity term u is easily calculated since it is simply a function of certain initial
conditions and the potentials V and Vm-
The current density term J is somewhat more complicated. In general, it is cal-
culated from the current flow through annuli formed by adjacent trajectories of the vari-
ous electron energy groups. This flow is shown later in figure 4. These trajectories
are calculated from the differential equation of motion
92P _
 p.. _ p , P sin20 <p2 , 77 /I 9V . e.n e ;f 9Vm\ _ p' sin 6 cos 0 y2




p normalized radius vector
9 polar angle
(f> azimuthal angle
R radius of sphere
V magnetic field
Details of this iterative process are described in the next section.
METHOD OF SOLUTION
First, the steady- state flow of electrons with a given velocity distribution was de-
termined within the collector. This was accomplished by taking the following four steps:
(1) With the given collector geometry and a specified set of initial conditions, a
first approximation to the potential field inside the collector was found by assuming zero
space charge and solving Laplace's equation
V2V = 0 (4)
or
2 av
 t i 32v { cot e av
p Sp _2 ,,2 _2 30
(2) An arbitrary number of equally spaced electron trajectories were then calculated
from the equation of motion (eq. (3)). This equation is derived in appendix F. In gen-
eral, nine electron groups were solved for in this problem.
(3) From these trajectory patterns, the space charge was then calculated at each




Details of how the space charge was calculated are given in a later section.
(4) Equation (3) was solved again to obtain new trajectories based on the new poten-
tial field obtained from equation (6). This iterative process was then continued until
convergence was achieved. The entire process is shown in flow chart form in figure 2.
Prior to solving the problem, the following four sets of normalized initial conditions
must be specified. (The quantities listed in the first three sets are shown in figure 3
for the case of three electron classes. )
(1) Collector geometry: radius of collector R, initial polar angle QQ, and
radius of entry hole a
(2) Collector boundary values of electric potential: on a spherical surface
(Vp ^2' • • • > Vf) (I11 general, the potential on the spherical surface
decreases linearly to zero (Vj = 0) as the polar angle increases from 9*
to some prescribed 0f. ); on a conical surface if 0Q * 0(Vj); and along the
negative polar axial spike if 0Q * 0(V1) (optional)
(3) Electron beam entry conditions: type of flow (Brillouin or confined; con-
fined flow means there is no initial rotational velocity of the beam, or
(p - 0), values of beam energy classes v., entry positions of electron
classes in hole at injection 6. (6. is the supplement of the polar angle
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(4) Electron beam parameters: magnetic flux density BQ, magnetic field
potential V , electric potential VQ, current IQ, and current density
J0
Auxiliary Equations
We now discuss the auxiliary equations which are required in the solution of equa-
tion (3).












or letting B,. = 3V /3r and B_ - 3V /3z, thenr m Zj iLi
3V,m




= pR(Bv cos 6 - B^ sin 9)
•K. Z
(8b)
Prior to entering the collector, the electron beam passes through a magnetic field
which is used to confine the beam. Part of this field leaks into the collector through the
entry hole and influences the flow of the electrons. It must be considered in the equa-
tions of motion.





1 + (p'/p)2 P2R2 J
r, 2r,2 . 2.2np R sm 9
/=2n Br dr (11)
which are equations (B16), (B8), and (B9) of reference 1, respectively.
Finally, the components B and B of the magnetic field V (eqs. (D9) and
(D10) of ref . 1) are expressed as
Z / .,01 -,2n+lTwn _x / \2n+l(-1) - xJ - B(0,z) x / r \n ! ( n + l ) ! 3 2in-l \2/
n=0
and







 1 + (z2/a2)
(14)
The approximations of B_(r, z) and B,(r, z) that were used are given in appendix E.
A Z>
The Equation of Motion
The second-order differential equation of motion (eq. (3)) was transformed into two
first-order equations and solved by using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. As is
typical in integration techniques of this type, the choice of step size is based largely on
experience. In this problem, the most critical region is near the entry hole. For a
large collector radius (R = 16 cm) and a small entry hole (a = 0.05 cm), an initial step
size AS of 0. 01° was required. For a small collector radius (R = 8 cm) and a large
entry hole (a = 0.10 cm), an initial A0 of 0. 05° was sufficient. As the trajectory
moved away from this critical region, the A0 step was increased to minimize computer
execution time.
Initially, the solution was obtained in the p-9 spherical plane. Then when any par-
ticular trajectory started to arc over (p* = 0), a change was made to the r-z cylindrical
coordinate system to avoid any possible discontinuities in the integration process.
Poisson's Equation
For any space charge field, the set of right-hand sides for Poisson's equation writ-
ten at all interior grid points may be computed, and the subroutine of reference 2 may
be applied to solve Poisson's equation for the internal potential field. The method of
calculating the space charge field from the trajectory field is now presented.
Calculation of Space Charge













J current density, A/cm (amperes per square centimeter)
u velocity, cm/sec
Figure 4 shows where a typical pQ is computed; namely, at a point midway between twoC
trajectories. To ensure accuracy, space charge is calculated at selected points along
center lines midway between adjacent trajectories where the p-mesh lines are crossed.
Since u is known at various points along a trajectory, one may interpolate to com-
pute u at any point, say at a position midway between two trajectories. Therefore, the
10
Figure 4. - Cross-sectional view of entry hole in spherical collector, show-
ing typical injection pattern of electron energy groups 2 to 9 at radii r^
r3,. . . rg. First subscript refers to electron trajectory number; second
subscript j refers to p-mesh line crossed by trajectory.
space charge at each mesh point may be determined once J is known. We now show





A any particular element of area through which current flows






IQ initial current at injection
i i electron energy group
Referring again to figure 4, it is seen that the equally spaced electron energy groups
form eight annuli at the entrance hole. The areas dA of these annuli may be expressed
dA2 =
dA3 =
dAg = ?rrg -
\x = ff(2r2r - dAj = 3 dAx
!-2 = ^(3r2)2 - ^(2r2)2 = 5 d
= ;r(8r2)2 - n(lrz)2 = 15
(18)
Since I = JA, the current at injection through each annulus may be expressed
= J
, 2 = J0 ^2 = 3 J0
J0,3 =JOdA3 =
I0,8= JO d A8 = i5JOdAl
f l = (2 i - l )J 0 dA 1
(19)
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In the example of figure 4, the point shown represents a typical space coordinate
midway between two adjacent trajectories, in this case, trajectories 5 and 6. The
normal distance between the trajectories at this point is d. The area of the annulus
is then
A = 2?rrd = 2npK . sin "0- . d (20)
° > J a > J
The general expression for the current density, J = I/A (eq. (17a)), may now be
written as
(2i - 1)J0 dAi
(21a)
2jr(p. . sin 0. .) d. .
*> J lti 1> J
or
- (21b)
i , j )
Notice that current is preserved in each annular region, namely
l0}i = (2i- l)JQdA1=J i ) jA i^ (22)
Since A. - can be computed at (p, ., Q, .) byl> J *•> J Li i
A. . =2jrp.
 1 sin^ . d. . (23)1> J 1> J •*•> J 1> J
where d^ -is the normal thickness of an annulus at this point.
Use of Irregular Mesh Spacing
The successful solution to this problem, especially those phases dealing with high
current densities, was largely due to the use of irregular mesh spacing in both the p
and 0 directions. From figure 5 it is clearly apparent that the region in which the
solution varies most rapidly is immediately along and adjacent to the negative polar
axis, where the entering electron beam is most dense and of greatest velocity. Conse-
quently, a closely spaced mesh was used in this region. Conversely, a coarse spacing









., 180° (17 values)
Figure 5. - Cross section of right half of spherical cone-shaped
collector, showing typical pattern of electrodes, electron tra-
jectories, and irregular mesh spacing in both the p and 9
directions.
Convergence Acceleration
Experience has shown that in solving this problem, the iterants are well behaved
and ultimately converge to an acceptable approximation to the solution. But because of
the steadily decaying oscillatory nature of the iterants, a considerable savings in com-
puter execution time was achieved by halving the newly calculated changes in the vari-
ables at each step. Normally, a maximum of five iterations would provide an acceptable
solution. . . . .
. FORTRAN PROGRAM
. . . . . . . General Description
The program consists of the following 16 subroutines:
(1) MAIN is the executive routine for processing multiple cases and has primary
control of logical flow throughout the complete program.
(2) INPUT reads.and prints initial conditions, parameters, and other data required
for internal use by the program (printout frequency, looping indices, convergence cri-
teria, etc.).
4 4 _ • _ - . . - .
(3) INTGRN controls integration looping of equations of motion, step size, change-
over of coordinate systems, and the number of iterations required for convergence.
(4) DE is the spherical coordinate version of a routine for computing trajectories by
integrating the equations of motion.
(5) DERIV calculates 3V/3p and 3V/30 for any specified interior point.
(6) RK is the spherical coordinate version of a Runge-Kutta integration subroutine
used to compute trajectories.
(7) MESH generates graduated mesh point arrays in both the r and 9 directions
for any specified collector geometry.
(8) RZTRAJ is the cylindrical coordinate version of a routine for computing trajec-
tories by integrating equations of motion.
(9) RZRK is the cylindrical coordinate version of a Runge-Kutta integration subrou-
tine used to compute trajectories.
(10) RZDE contains the equations of motion in the cylindrical coordinate system.
It is similar to subroutine DE.
(11) OUT controls the printing of results at specified intervals along the trajec-
tories.
(12) VFIELD provides for the calculation of the potential field for any particular
set of boundary values and source terms. It uses the program described in reference 2.
(13) EQLINE calculates the spherical coordinates of any specified number of equi-
potential lines. It is used only after convergence is achieved in the main portion of the
program.
(14) RHSCAL generates space charge values along center lines of the various annuli
formed by the trajectories. It interpolates for these values at each mesh point, as re-
quired in the solution of Poisson's equation.
(15) PSICAL calculates the magnetic flux i// of the magnetic field at each mesh
point.
(16) BRBZ calculates Br and BZ, the r and z components of the magnetic field,
at each mesh point.
All calculations were done on the IBM 7094 11/7044 Direct Couple System computer.
The program will perform about 210 integration steps per minute. This figure is based
on trajectory calculations for eight electron energy groups.
About 15 000 storages are required for the program. This does not include that re-
quired for the solution of Poisson's equation. An additional 10 000 storage locations
are needed for a solution to Poisson's equation similar to that described in reference 2.
The FORTRAN program is listed in appendix B, FORTRAN symbols are defined in
appendix C, and flow charts are presented in appendix D.
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Using the Program
The program always starts by reading in a nine-card input data deck. The contents
of each of these cards is now described.
Card 1 (Format 55H. . .)
Contains any desired information to identify the particular case being run
(card columns 1 to 55 only). This will be printed out at the top of a listing.
Card 2 (Format 4E10.3)
R radius of collector, R, cm
BO magnetic flux density, BQ, G
DTHTD 6 step size used in Runge-Kutta integration (spherical coordinate),
A0, deg
TH1 cone angle, 9,, deg
Card 3(Format 8E10.3)
ZIO initial current , In, A
1 2ZJO current density , J«, A/cm
VO initial electric potential, VQ, V
DELR r step size used in Runge-Kutta integration (cylindrical coordi-
nates), Ar
CONFLO indicates confined flow when equal to 1 and Brillouin flow when equal
to 0
RAD radius of collector entry hole, a, cm
FLOOP number of iterations for space charge calculations (If no space
charge calculation is desired, this value should be set to 1.)
Card 4 (Format 4012)
NT number of trajectories to be calculated
KPOI printout frequency control, (e.g., 4 means to print results at every
fourth integration step of a trajectory)
Nn
N2 > integrate trajectories Nl to N2 in steps of N3
N3j
These two values are used only in the calculation of the source term in Poisson's
equation when space charge iteration is necessary.
16
IBAR when nonzero, indicates boundary values will be supplied along the
negative polar axis
LOOP counter for number of space charge loops
KPOSC print control for interim space charge calculations
Card 5 (Format 4F5.1)
These values are used by the integration subroutine in the spherical coordinate
system, which is the system used in the beginning portion of the program.
rpTTC "C1 A (""""S
step-size controls; increase step size DTK by a factor of THSFAC
THSDEL I




Card 6 (Format 16F5.3)
VSMI(I), electron energy classes for each of NT trajectories to be solved
1 = 1, NT for
Card 7 (Format 12, 10F5.3)
This calculation is done only once, after convergence has been achieved in the
main part of the program.
NEQL number of equipotential lines to be calculated
EQL(I), array of potential values for each equipotential line
I = 1, NEQL
Card 8 (Format 16F5.3)
XT(J, 16), boundary values on surface of spherical collector from initial
J = 1, 16 cone angle 91 to 180°, V
Card 9 (Format 16F5.3)
XT(J, 16) continuation of card 8
J = 17, JF
Two sample test runs are given in appendix A. These runs were chosen to more
clearly illustrate the makeup of the input data deck and to show the various options in
output format available to the user.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have described the numerical technique used to obtain a solution to a problem
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associated with the design of an axisymmetric, spherical, depressed collector. Vary-
ing initial conditions include current density of electrons, surface potential on the col-
lector, collector geometry, and the velocity and position of entering electron groups.
Of particular importance to the successful solution is the scheme used near the
entry hole in the collector. Here the entering electron stream is of highest velocity and
greatest density, giving rise to computational problems, especially in cases of high
initial current densities.
Calculations by others in the past were successful in handling current densities to
o
50 A/cm before numerical difficulties precluded further computation. The numerical
approach described in this report is used to solve systems with current densities to
100 A/cm2.
Computational stability was achieved primarily by using a graduated mesh in both
the r and 6 directions, with greatest mesh point density in the hole region. In addi-
tion, computational efficiency was improved by taking advantage of the fact that all en-
tering electron groups were distributed uniformly both in positioning and velocity group-
ing. That is, the fastest group entered closest to the axis, and the slowest group entered
nearest the edge of the entry hole.
Space charge effects were found to be negligible for initial current densities less
n
than 10 A/cm . Consequently, the problem was reduced to requiring only one iteration
and essentially solving Laplace's equation to obtain the potential distribution inside the
collector.
Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,





Short, partial, representative computer output listings of two sample runs are
presented. Run 1, depicted graphically in figure 6, is for a 0. 2 spike, no space charge
iterations, confined flow, and a cone angle of 60°. Run 2, figure 7, is for no spike,
space charge effects calculated, Brillouin flow, and a cone angle of 45°.
Figure 7 shows a poor pattern. Beam spread and separation is rather nonuniform
and erratic. In contrast, figure 6 shows well-shaped and well-behaved beams with good












Figure 6. - Sample run 1. No iterations necessary (current







Figure 7. - Sample run 2. Five iterations for space charge
effect; no spike; cone angle, 60°.
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Skllfh TO k-l. COQKC1NAIE S»SJEM-





































































































































2 168.02 0.775 -8.922F-01 1
3 167.66 0.325 -7.953E-O1 1
STEP 3B4
2 167. 86 0.275 -F.915F.-O1 1
3 167.50 0.325 -7. 96OE-01 1
SIFP 388
2 167.70 11.275 -6.9C6E-01 1
3 167.34 0.325 -7.464F-O1 1
smir.H in R-/ couxiiiNATE S Y S T E


























































.649E*04 -2.550t*02 -7.912E-O2 1.201E»C1 3.917E*16 2.703E*13 4.377E-11
.lbSE*C4 4.398E*02 1.515E-O1 2.084E»Ol 1.513EH6 1.977E*14 7.952E-11
.6?2E*C4 -2.4B4E»02 -1.124E-P1 1.1836*01 3.953E»16 2.554E»13 4.502E-11
.187E*04 4.388E»02 9.171E-02 2.200E»01 1.456EH6 1. 887E»14 8.117E-11
.665E»C4 -2.396E*02 -1.452E-01 1.17CE»01 3.9826*16 2.411E»13 4.634E-H





















































































































































































































































































































































SAMPLE WIH NOr 2 ' •













TA||C2= 0.22PF-17 RAO = 0.-t'JOE»OC







































0 c 93 *>
Jr.8j3
0*703
J = 6 j j





















T H E T 4 0,56C t',613 0-. TOO 0 7 6 U






































































































































































560 J. 980 0.993 i.oGu


















































000 C-i^O<J3C-l OO'K'-l- OOO'J-1. UOJu-L «
3830-0.S511-C. 84G3-0 8269-0. 1173-jt












































J989-0, 2 341-0,1 82 6-0
298B-0, ?34!-0,.»826-J




2987-0, 2340-0. 182 5-0
?98"'-0, 234U-l;,1825-i>
14;3-j.lu8l-0.







2937-0,3340-0. 1825-0.1412-3, 1080-0, 0813-3 =u599-U.










0 8 i5-J.0630-0. 0429-0, 0295-C.OiliC-0.




















































Ull 1-u. 0054-J. JoiB










































;. 77. 50 o-
!.77, 75 •)-.
' 7fl (iO 0,,




















C -<=t3 -2, R54E-C3
O.-S'". -3 :41 "F-C2







 ( 4RF *U>
i i 37F *0\
1



































































RH-PO RH-PPR TI-D2 PHD2 PSI
2<,7i5E*01 3,401E*03 5.3«4E«14 ^.eelE*!! 2.428E-10
l,789F*ui l,e8lE»u3 1»J92E««5 i.878E*17 9.7J7E-U
io334E»3i i,236E«u3 i.7156«15 i.67'E»i7 2.182E-09
*.3>.2F.»0; 9. l6iE«02 2.3lOE<15 ,.867E»17 3.871E-09
8i921E«JG 7,441E»u2 2.78CE<15 i.855E»l1 6.J25E-09
7a538E*JO 6.558S*u2 3.\)3i£+15 IcdllE*!1! 8. 625E-G9
6 i5'6E«Oo 3.852E«u2 i.98lE»15 1.77CE«i7 1.154E-08
9.917EOC: 2.274E«o-Z 2.622E«1E ;.»!6F<14 3.473E-10
9.46vE»:<i: 2.1o5E»32 2. 8526*15 1.741E«13 9.595E-11
9,.035E»30 1.95BE«J2 3.C9«E«15 2.(.64E«ii 4.544E-U
8 t 638E*)G l,835E«u2 3.251E<15 4.4E2E*11 2.784E-11
B.-266E*JG t.713E*o2 3.622E«15 1.3e!E«li 1.946E-11
7.917E»OG 1.613E*02 3.9C7E«1J 5.382E*1C 1.479E-11
7.590E*DO 1.509E*o2 4.2C7E*15 2.4°2E*1C 1.188E-11
7.283E*30 :.4r8E*o'2 4.522E»15 1.25(E*1C 9.922E-12
6.904F*30 1,339E«02 4,a:3E»15 •|.G37E«o? 8,533E-12
6o722E*00 io253E«J2 5.20oE«15 «.232E*o '= T,5j4E-12
4o45F.«G'l 5.3GF*01 4.47E*tl G. Ci o.
4 :34E»ul 7.32E»01 1.05E«o2 l.24E«C2 t. C.
4,36E*01 6,56F»Oi 8,73E»Ui C.SSE'Ci t. u.
3.79E*0- 6.02E40V 7. 58E»G1 7.41iE»Cl C. U.
3i53E»01 5,56F»01 9c97E«ol l . !TE«C2 2.2oE»02 0.
3,23E«Oi. 5»13E«CL 8.98E»lil i.88E«i;2 1.53E»u2 U.
2 32E»oi 4.65E»01 8.i4E»ol i .6oE«G2 2.84E»J2 o.
2,55E<31 4. 13F«Ut 7.30E»ui 1.4iE«C2 3.12E*o'2 3.24E*02
2oJ6E«:'l 3.48E»OI 6,266*01 1.23E«C2 2.63E*o2 6.33E»02
!o49E*C.X 2, 57E»Gi 4,85E»oi 9.?oE«Gi 2.18E»u2 5.3lE*02
7.,53E«03 l.35E»oi 2.71E»oi e.OOE»C, 1.43E*-o£ 3.56E»Oi





T H F T f t 0-200 r;-3(',0 0^393 Cc 480 C-; 560 0*633 K7GO 0,760 0.813 0.860 C.5CC I
*5.0C-1- !10< C-'<.cCOl>t;-l: OJCu-I. OOOo-i>u1JO->-i-- OOOU-i. COOC-i-,-jCiOO-l.0000-1 a OOUO-l.OOCO-1,
60. 00-0 - 1R52-C-, 3601-0: 1*19-0, 12 13-u, 8111-Jr. 81'J7-J. aQ54-u..8ui9-G. 7998-0,, 7987-0. TJ84-C,
75< 00-0 79! 4-<j, 7432-0 7103-0; 63*2-0.6 63*-J.. 6*71-0= 634*-0 .6247-3 .6i73-ua6117-C. 6077- 0,
OJ. UC-C-. 7i 3 4-0-6417-0,5 992- 'X 5594-Oe 5267- Jt 499 6-j , 4771-G;4586-0.4435-0.4313-0.* 215-C,
J05.00-1 4«1C-Ci 5617-0 505O-0. 453^-u, 4C37-U> 3697-J-. 3358-0 ,3ui3-0o23o9-0. 2594-Ci 2416-C,
JJC:. 09-0 59 7 5-0,. 505 5-0«* 329-0 3 7i 4-0, 3172-*/. 2554-J, ?240-0,18J3-U.1*61-u.i123-0.0822-0,
H3 5< C 0-0, 5511-C-4507-0.-3.127-3. 3i33-0.£625-Ji21i*-0" 1703-Oci 3 27-0 = 1004-0.0722-0. 05C9-C.
15C.OO-0 53'1-C *3P?-C, 3546-0. 293S-Oo2423-J.1977-
O-. 516?-i.. MS3-0. 63-Oc ?6J7-ii. -232*-
iTt. 26-0 5S25-0. *!.J«.-,;..1«7i;-0;31u9-0. 3095-0. 3562-
'76,50-0- S- 22-0, *l".-C, i*''J-:.3i!.0-0.3C9?-Ut3570-
17t.,15-0o5> 2Z-0. 412F-0. 3470-0, 3111-u. 3103- J« 3577-
'77,. nc-C.. 5; 2!-; -*12?-0S3*7J— J, 3112-0. 310 S-O., 35 9*-
;TT, ?e-o., 51Z1-C'. 4i2f-0, 3*7J- T-, 3 Ii3-u. 3i I J-J. 3519-
1
»-n. 1470-1), 1 *-«/, 3113-0,3594-
. 1581-0, ;232-Oo0930-C'.C676-C.J4e9-C
, 2U32-Uil 71J-J.1367-0. 10 28-0*0724-1,
- 3992-0^*1)72-2 = 3799-0° 302*-C.2C86-0
, 3914-0 »*l.'i)*-D. 3815-0. 3U6«-0Jilt5-C
, 39?.*-0.4095-J,3829-L.3i05-0.2235-C
. 3933-0 ;4lL 3-3. 38*4-0. 31*2-'.. 2 3Ul-t
, 39*i-3,4111-0.3856-0. 3S75-C. 23 t5-l
s 3 947-Oo*l 16-3. 3865-0. 320t-0,
177. 75-C.-5: JJ-t.V2*-i;.3*7J-o. 311 5-0-31i 6-0. 3598-Js 3953-0-,* 121-u .387 3-0. 32 32-Co 2486-0,
'.78sOT-3 5J 2C-C< 4] 24-.1. 3*70-0: 3! i6-0,3118-Uc36.)2-J-. 3957-0.,4124-u.3379-0. 3254-0. 2535-0
178 r '5-r>= 5V 21-0. 4l?4-f, 347J-0, 3M7-0. 3120-J. 36,/5-J,, 3961-C, 41 27-3 . 3883-Oc 3271-0. 25 EO-C
'-76; 5(1-0, 5i2C-C.4l24-.%34T.-0. 3I17-U. 3122- -J: 36J7-J-. 3963-0 .,* 121-1 .3886-u. 32 65-C. 26i 5-C.
)710 75-0 *1 2C-r..*j.2*-Or. 14T1-'J: '.1; 1-0. 3) 2<«-0.36u1-3 j 31A5-U >4i29-0 .3838-0. 3295-0. 2 ti'J-C,
179, 00-1': 5i2'>0- 4j24-0 J347' . -c) l3\i 1-u. 3125-0,. 3609-j , 3956-0.4129-0.3839-0.3302-0.2663-1,,
;79 ?5-0 5i2C-Cc4124-o., 347).-1), 311 1-0.3126-0,36 iO-J: 3967- Jo4123-0. 3838-O. 3306-C. 2677-C,
179. 50-0. 5: ;9-C.,*;24-u., 347;.-0,311 9-0. .Si.27-Je 36lO-J-. 3947-11.4127-0.3887-0.3308-0.2684-0,
J79. 75-C.5; i«-i, -4124-0,347', -,)» 311 °-l/, 3127-0. 36^1,-j.. 3967-0-,4; 27-0. 3886-ic 3.308-0. 2687-i,.
.". 10oCO-0 5i J.^-O., 4i24-0o J471-.;, 3ii 0-0. 3127-0i 36'.0-Oa 3967-0.,* 126-0.3836-0. 3308-0. 2687-C,
PISS 4 eOLLrv,s_
,j93; 0 ^ 9 6 0 C. 580 C.993 1.UUO
iC'JUC-l.OOJU-1. 0000-1 jOOO-j-1. 0000
7<; E5-Oo 7989-J. 7994-0. 7998-u. 8uOO
,60*7-0u6'j27-0. 6C13-U. 600*-u. 6UUU
*i 3?-C.*OB1-0.*0*0-0.*013-0.*0uo
,2272-Oc2i61-o.2J79-o.2L26-o. 200U
o'56C-0 j03*2-0. Oi 7*-00 005S-u.
C33I-t.Oi94-j.OJ95-u.a031 0.



































































































I 77, ;• 4
'.15






















1-or.T -;;, 322F-U2 3.- 51JF + 04 Oi
1 970 -1.270E-01 2.013F»C* J =
0,^6] -li.T.ftc-CV 2,,CS'.F*04 Jj
1. 544 _-•. <;<;PF.-O;. i,36?.F.*04 0.
0,5J9 -2- J45E-01 1.199F404 C>
0,,S1.4 -2, 456F-0'. 1.214E.04 0:
3-900 -? 651F.-C', io78SF«04 Jc
^. .OOT -7 ;( i^9c_^ 1.298F. + 0* Oo
0 ,»75 -3- C51E-C' li313F.»04 0;
C E6.1 -?.- 234E-0! 1,330E«04 <i:
C.,152 -.V-31'3?-01. ! ,036C*0* 0.
O..F42 -3= 5C9F.-C1 1.045F«04 0:
0 132 -3r 633C-0'. 1-. C54E+04 0.
C 6\4 -3a f l47 c — OX ' .076F*04 -0
C.8C6 -3,01-c-O) 3.701E403 0.
C - - 7 S 7 -1, 946E-01 ?,-.72>F.»03 J=
0-.790 -1. a.BuF.-Ol 3, 74->F*03 J,
C-..71^ -4.- ,j:. 3c-9'. 3.77le + 03 fJj
0..774 -4,045F--Ji 3 ,700Etw3 .',
I',. 767 -4, C77C-01 3: 927E»03 J =
0 .750 -4,1 -,7F-0\ -2,267E*03 u.
0 . 7 5 3 -4 'J33F-0- -2,27161-0) u-.
0 - 7 4 6 -4; 06:',F-ai -L', 217,F»03 L,
3, 7 JO -4 |;3<,F-0< -2,275>"-«03 0,
0 , 7 3 3 -4, u'.3f-T. -^ . -275E«05 0,
0 7J6 --,111-=-!;.; -? ,?T=F«03 0,
C . 7 2 C -3- 9f5°=-31 -2,?.7i?»C3 U;
C .7.3 -3. <=4.= -V. -? ,270E»03 y.
0 .707 -'.429C-;,, .5. o,9r.0, -5 ,S895»OJ
C 7,:' -3. 435F-':-. -5.4liF»,)j -sa 743E*03
C, f96 -:, 3835-r; -2a.Ji9'»01 -5.-5HE»u3
0 - f lC -3. 355F-!:' -.L, "51?«0:> -5i*i3E»;5
0,61' -3: ;?">=-•;;. -\: 3916»0-> -5-.i1*E03
t >r. -3, ?05-=-01 -1,117^03 -5 J iF7E«03
























































































6 = 8 l £ E 4 l 5
7 . 0 8 5 E 4 J 5
7.3636415
7 . 6 5 2 E 4 J 5
7.954E415
8,268E415





















1 . 6 9 ( E 4 C ? i.22«E-ll
5 . 2 7 5 E 4 C ? 1.147E-H
a






7 . 4 4 4 E 4 C 8 8.527E-12
6.2UE408 3.324E-12
5 . 2 2 E E 4 0 E 8.136E-1J
4.*3iE4l.E 7j955E-li
2.731E4(.f 7.781E-12
3 ^ 2 4 9 E 4 o £ 7.619E-12
S . 8 0 3 E 4 0 E 7C*54E-12
2.422E4( . f 7.298E-12
2 . i 22E4C f 7.150E-12
1.E67E406 7.02iE-12
1 C 65«E41.E 6.911E-12
io481E4tE 6.8J3E-12





5 175 3": :~.--.nt -•>„ 25BE-C. -: , 7i.5Ct.jj1 -4
STEP ??>
5 ' '75-20 C 669 -3,<37F-J. -T- i5 ' iF»C3 -*.
*TF0 ??«.
5 !75-J1 C 664 -3. 216E-01 -;,594F.*o3 -4.
STEP 5*4
5 !74 . ">« C.,fSO -V196E-0' -.'-. 53 lf.»01 -4,
STCP 24A
r> i 74-60 0-f4.<> -->.r
<;TE0 «9
5 !74.,4» C -f-e. -?..
5 174- 76 OoS« -?,
STco ITU
5 174CJA 0 flB --,-
c T CD 7 7 <.
5 '.74, j. 1 0 , £ ? 5 -i.
2K— T, -1^29JE«03 -4. -
JOE-01 -1.23JF«03 -*;u
-1,1C9E»C3 -3
ic9>JXF.-jo 3, '79E»Oi 2.77(.E«i6 E.t25E*1.7 t.646E-12
i^ iSE.;;, 2.9i1 = *J, 2 ,S«2E* i6 E,CJ56»C' i 6.t45E-i2
1.3^05*^0 2.666E*O1 3.1566*16 7«441E*u7 0.640E-12
1.3j6E*:-G 2,46;.E*ul 3 ,35IE*1< t .S41E<C7 6.t47E-12
1.-75S £«..'£• 2.29!.E*oi 3 ,547E«H «.4<5(E»l.'l 6.653E-12
1.667E*00 ;.933E«'J1 3.9«;E<1< 5 . 7 2 A E » 0 ~ i 6.675E-1.!
l ,627E«oO 1.353E»Ci 4,l««E*li ; . = 5 f E * C 7 6.654E-12









a, 960 0 ?77
U.5BC 0.1?7
o i?";; 0.0*7
i - jOCC -0,
I N I T I J I VSI U«-








0 7 6 9
0»358
0.448
d, 5 3 7
THETO
( P E G !







o . 6;) 0
0.500











































T 1 =- 1 ,
0,56C !,. 633









,'j, j 3 56F + 01





 u 51F + 01
0 1 „ ?9E + >'}1
0- j, 27F»0>.
Oi io14E+ot
0 or 89F + 00
0 , 8t. (,9E*10

















































































































































2 . 3 4 E < C 2
2 . C 7 E * C 2
2.C3E<C2



















































































C J E-v. \
uo E-ui
OIITPUT-




































53 3 P- 0L
51 87-0,
5i 4 2- i-L
M41-L;
514J-0,
5' 4 3- C
51 4 C- 0
PCTFNTUL F
BHC






























9192- J-, 8; J 9-J,
6636-0.6472-3,
527 L-Jt 4999 -Jv
4C94-0-. 37-J3-5,
3 192-o. 2693-j
2 643-0. 2i5 1-Ja
2459-j,2ul3-'J ;



































































. C694-O.C46i-lj.C312-v«Ji83-0. oo90-0. Ow29 0.
. 1C93-0. 0169-1.. C5C 2- C. 029 5-0. Oi45-0. Ui.48 u.
.325i-C.2220-0.1442-C,o845-0. 0418-0. 01.38 0.
.3309-0. 2296-C.15C4-0. 0893-0. 0444-0.0146
 u.
. 3367-^.237 7-0. 1571-1,.0941-u. 0471-0. 0156 o.
.341 t-C. 2466- C.I 644-0.0993-0.0502-0. 0167 o.





5C- •-•e-4,-,-c. 4/,55-g 35L7-
15-,;. 5-4^-.- <.:,55-..,15'.7-





4i41— .- -45 32-J ,435 3— J.
, 42 53-0 ,45 ?5-Mc 4 35 5-o,
'_7B;£0-i< 5' 3«-'J 41.54-i 35! 1-0,1;. 9'. -C-.324;-.), 3100- ,426j-J 45 39-'j ,4356— ...
• jq'. ,,c-;,.. 5> 39-i
 t4i54-(, 35! 9-0 31 97-0,1 244-u. 31 J 3- . 4263-J .45 39-0 ..4 354-O.
:.75, 25-i> 5V3<=-.;,4if4-0,35M-J, 1i9?-j, ?. 245-i. 31 J 4- , 42 64-:..> -45 39-0 ,4352-C,
'79. 50-u 5;.3?-Co4l5t-(.,35il-o, V;.o-.,-,j. jl-46- j., 3°u5- . 4264-*, . 45 11-0, 4349-.' ,
!?•;., i«-u 5! 39-i:-4' 54-.., 35X1- o- 3193-1, 3146-0; 38 j5-J. 4245-0 4537-J ,<. K3-O .
iBiJ. tO-0. 5'. 39-004:54-1., 35:. 1- -5. 31 9 ',-0.3246- 0.. 31 J5-J, 4264— J.. 4? 37-0, 4347-0.
TABLE flF RHC-VALUES FC*
EOUI"CT6NTIAL LINES
TH6TA -0;9,j -ot <?0 -C, 70 -0-60 -.)-, 50 -'J,.40
45,. CC r 0-. o> j, -.) D.-.



























































































































































































































































































































































































































o c 8 29






















































3613-0. 2 8S6-oo2i 96-0
35i8-o',i5io-l..c324-C.
362o-t ,2917-0,2341-0!
3621-0.. 2 S2J- 0.2347-0.
362i-£ ,


















































































































£. 3c iE + 12
.187-0. 0629- . ..ii u.
U7o-J.>,i89- . 233 o.
.478-0, J363- . i94 u.
i7i7-'J.ii79-0. 04J3 u.
t 786-C. 13oo-0. o49o u.
1826-J.136&-0,, J644 u.






























































S W I T C H TCI R-? COORDINATE SVSTEH-




















































































- Oo 01 7
-0. 017












































































































































































































































































































































































































































- 0, ;. 11

































































































































3. J 1 9E-Oi










































































































































































































































































































































































f. PROGRAM FDR CALCULATING POTENTIAL FIELD IN AN AXISYMMETRIC
f. ELECTROSTATIC COLLECTOR. TAKING SPACE CHARGE INTO EFFECT.
C* EXECUTIVE ROUTINE FOR PROCESSING MULTIPLE CASES
C* AND MAIN CONTROL OF LOGICAL FLOW THROUGHOUT PROGRAM.
r*
C***
COMMON HO.CVF.ORbT<10) ,DRHM(l6) ,UTHTO.DTHTR,DVDR(10) .
1 UVUTI101.UVRnR.DVRDZ.EOLl1C) ,ETAO.I8AR. IT.JF,JT.KPO.KPOI.
? KPQSC.l UOP,KEOL.Nl.N2.N3,PH02A<ia).PI ,Pl2,PSlA( lC),PSIO<10).R,
3 RAH.RHMIl?) .RHOPJ1O) .RHOPP(10) ,RHT(1C)«RHV(10) ,SPCH,TAU02.
4 ThO<10) .THMDI25) ,THSDEL.THSFAt .THSWHI ,THSWLO,
5 THTO( 10) .THTR( 10).Thl,TH2.V(I 7 . 2 5 ) , V Q « V R ,
6 VSMK IO). VTdl i l .Wdb) . XC TR , XT I 25 .16 ) .Y(16) t ZJO
EQUIVALENCE <DT H. Y( 1) ) . < TH . Y( 2 ) ) , { RH, Y ( 3 ) ) , ( RH2tRHP,YU) ) ,
* (RH1P.Y(51 ) . ( R H 2 P . Y ( 6 ) ) . ( M ( 1 ) , D E L R ) . ( r t ( 2 ) , A K ) .
* < b ( 3 ) , 1 ) . ( W < 4 ) . Z 2 . Z P ) , ( W ( 5 ) . Z 1 P ) , ( M ( 6 ) . Z 2 P )
C***C SUHROUTINES-
C 1. M A I N
f. 2. INPUT
C 3. I N T G K N
C 4. OE









C 14. RHSCAL (A.ZJO,VO.THl .THF.X iV2. IBARtRHM.TH2)
C 15. P S I C A L ( R . Z . P S I . B O . A S M )








1 X T I J , I )=0,0
f.
C I N I T I A L I Z E MESH SIZE. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS. CONVERGENCE
r. C R I T E R I A .
PI=O.O





C COMPUTE POTENTIAL FIELD FOR GIVEN SPACE CHARGE FIELD.
7 CALL VFIELO
mSPCh.EQ.O.) GO TO 3
f.
C CONDITIONAL OUTPUT OF POTENTIAL FIELD.
t 4 R I T F ( 6 . 1 O ) L K T R
3 C A L L OUT
C
C INTEGRATION OF ELECTRON CLASS TRAJECTORIES THROUGH
C THF COMPUTED POTENTIAL FIELD.
CALL INTGRN
JT=1
L K T R = L K T R * 1
C A L L I N P U T











C* RFAOS AND PRINTS INITIAL CONDITIONS, PARAMETERS AND
C* MISCELLANFOUS DATA REOUIRED FOR INTERNAL USE BY
C* PROGRAM (OUTPUT FRFOUENCY. LOOPING INDICES, CONVERGENCE
C* CRITERIA. FTC.I.
C*
C*** COMMON 8n.CVF.ORHT<10),DRHMU6).OTHTD.DTHTR.DVDRI10l ,
1 DVDTJ10) .OVROR.DVRDZ.EOH10) , fcTAO,IBAR.IT,JF,JT,KPO,KPOI,
2 KPOSC.LOOP,NEOl. *NltN2.N3,PH02A(10)*PI,PI 2 tPSIAI10) ,PSID(10 I,R,
3 RAD,RHM(17».RHOP(10).RHOPP(10),RHT(10I tRHV<10 I ,SPCHtTAU02t
4 ThD(1O} .THMC(25I ,THSDEL*THSFAC.THSMHI.THSWLO,
5 THTOI10I .THTRC10) .Th l ,TH2.VI17 ,25J ,VO,VR f
6 VSMK 10) , V T J 10 » , W ( 161,XCTR.XT 125,161 ,Y(16I*ZJO
EQUIVALFNCE (OTH, Y ( 1) ) , ( TH, Y( 21 ) ,( RH, Y ( 3) ) , (*H2,RHP,YU) ) ,
* (RH1P.Y(5) I , < K H 2 P . Y ( 6 ) I , ( M i l ) . D E L R ) , ( W ( 2 ) , A R ) .




18 FORMAT(?X.3HVO-. lPE13.3.4X,5HdO =.E10.3)
19 FORMAT(2X.6HCMFGA=.1PE10.3.4X.5HETAD=.E10.3)
20 F O R M A T ( ? X . 6 » - F O =. 1PE1O. 3, AX , 5HK.P =,E10.3)
PI FORMAT(1X .6H INPUT-)
2? FORfATiAOt; )
23 FORMATU6H BRILLOUIN FLOW.)
29
24 FORMAT(/ IX.12HOUTPUT EVERY . I 2.IX.6HSTEPS.)
25 FORMAT<2X.6HTAU02=.E10.3,4X.5HRAD =,E10.3)
26 FORMATU6F5.3)
27 FORMAT<3X,1HI.8X.4HOEL I.9X,4HUELI. 5X, 5HTHETA ,9X, 3HVSM ,
* 9X.2HVI«8X. fcHlNJEC..8X.4HPSIO)
28 FORMAT12X. I2.2F13.3.F10.3.F12.3.1PE14.2,OPF10.3,1PE15.3) .
29 FORMATU6HOIMTIAL VALUES-)
3fi Fn8MAT(12X.5MRAO).8X,5H(DEG).4X.5H(DEG),31X.6HANGLES)
31 F O P M A T ( l H l )
32 FORMAT155H
33 FOf tMAT<8E10.3)
34 FORMAT<15H CCNF INED FLOto.)
35 FORMATiI2.1OF5.3)
36 FORMAT</1X.29HCONE ANGLE IS OUT OF RANGE (=,F5.0t9H DEGREES))
37 FUKMAT(/1X.30HSTEP SIZE TOC LARGE. DEL THETA=,F5.2)
38 FnRMAT(/lX.32HCONFLICTING BOUNDARY CONDITIONS-)
39 FORMAT(2X,18FSURFACE POTENT IAL = .1PE9.2)
40 FORMAT(2X.15HBEAM POTENT IAL=.1PE9.2)
^il FC1RMAT14F5.1 I
42 FORMAT(24HONC SPACE CHARGE EFFECTS)
43 FORMATdX, I2.21H ITERATIONS FOR SPACE)
44 FORMATU5H CHARGE EFFECTS)
r,
c
C INITIALI7F TRAJECTORY CALCULATIONS.
C FIRST TIME SETTING OF INITIAL CONDITIONS. BCUNDARY
C PARAMETERS. CONVERGENCE CRITERIA.
JT = 1










f. R E A D / W R I T E .
M iR ITF(6 .31 )
R F A D ( 5 . 3 ? )
W R I T F ( 6 . 3 2 )
R E A C ( 5 . 3 3 ) R.BO.DTHTD.TH1 • • . . . .
RFAU(5 .33 ) I I0.7JO.VO.DELR.CONFLO.RAU
R F A n ( 5 . 2 2 ) NT.KPOI.N1.N2.N3.I BAR.LOOP.KPOSC
r.
C INCREASE STEP SIZE DTH, BY A FACTOR
f. CF (THSFAC) EVERY (THSOEL) DEGREES
C IN THE THETA(5) RANGE FROM (THSwHI)
C. TO (THSwLtl) DEGREES.
RFAD(5.41) TFSFAC.THSDEL.THSWHl.THSwLO
RFAD(S.26) (VSMKI). 1=1.NT)
READ(S.35) NFOL. (Ek)L(I). [=1.N£OL>
TH2=177.-TH1/AG.
JF=?5 '
KPO=O . . ' .
ZKP=/IU/<VO**1.5) -
30
f. TFST MAGNITUDE OF CURRENT DENSITY
C TO SEE [F SPACE CHARGE CALCULATIONS
r, SHOULD BF MADE.
SPf.H=O.O





14 W R I T F 1 6 . 4 2 )
15 T A U f i ? = ( R * R ) / ( 2 . * E T A O * V O )
C
C INDICATE TYPE OF FLOW.
IF(CONFLO.FC.O.O» GO TO 1
W R I T E ( 6 . 3 4 I
GC; TO 2
I *R ITF(6 .23 )
7. CONTINUE
C
C READ flniJNCARY CONDITIONS.
R E A D 1 5 . 2 6 I (XTU.16I. J = 1,JF»
DO 3 J=l.JF
3 XT (J .16 I= -XT (J .16 )
XC1R=XT(1.16)
DO 4 1=1.15
4 X T < 1 , I > = X C T «
f.
C INPUT T A T A CHECK.
IF<TH1.GE.O.C.AND.TH1.LE.174.) GO TO 5
M R f T E ( 6 . 3 6 l THl
CALL EXIT
•5 IF(DTHTD.LT.O.O.AND.DTHTD.GE.-.05J GO TO 6
W R I T E < 6 . 3 7 I CTHTD
CALL F X I T
b t F ( V S M « 1 » . L F . A U S < X C T R J ) GO TO 7
T O = V S M I ( N T >
MRITE(6 .38 )
W R I T E ( 6 . 3 9 I X C T R
W R I T E ( 6 * 4 C ) 10













C DETERMINE ENTRY CONDITIONS.
DIMENSION ALPH< 10» .DfcLUlO)
TO=RAO/FLOAT(NT-1)
00 8 1=1,NT
T 1 = F I O A T < I - 1 ) * T O
DEL it I ) = A R S I M T 1 / R >
31
ALPH< I) = 1.0*R.OAT( I)
T2=PI-OFLI I f I




CALL PSff .AL 1ARE.ZEO.PS I. BO. RAD)
PSIO( r > = PSl
IFJCONFLO.EQ.O. I PSIO( l )=0.0
8 CONTINUE
r.
C SETTING OF RHO-THETA VARIABLE MESH.
CALL MFSH
C
C SPREAD INITIAL TRAJECTORY VALUES.
C
C EVFRY TIMF INITIALIZATION OF TRAJECTORI£S.
9 DO 10 IT=2,NT
RHT< IT » = .995<5
ALPHA = ALPH< I T ) / C V F
G A X W A = PI-ALPHA-OELI( IT)*DTHTR
T2=-RHTJ ITJ / (DTHTR*S IN IGAMMA)»








T H T R I I » = P I - C C L I ( I »
THTO( I t = T H T R ( I > * C V F
11 VT ( I > = V O * V S * l ( I >
C





DEL ID = OELK I »#CVF
T1=180.-DEL 1C















C* CONTROLS INTEGRATION LOOPING OF EQUATIONS OF MOTIGNt
C* STEP-SIZE. CHANGECVER OF COORDINATE SYSTEMS AND THE
C* NUMBER OF ITERATICNS REQUIRED FOR CONVERGENT SOLUTION.
f.*
C***
COMMON BO.CVF.DRHT( 10J,DRHM( 16 ) .DTHTO. DTH TR , DVDR< 101 .
1 DVDT( 10) .DVROR.DVRDZ.EOLdOl tETAO.IBAR.IT, JF , JT . KPO.KPOl ,
? KPGSC,LOOP,KEOL.N1,N2,N3,PHD2A(10) ,PI , P I 2 , P SI A( 10 ) , PS I D HC ) . R ,
3 RAD.RHMC 17 » .KHOPC 10 ) ,RHOPP( 10 ) ,RHT< 10 » ,RHV ( 10 ) , SPCH , TAUOZ .
<• THO( 10) , T H M C ( 2 5 ) . THSDEL . THSF AC. THSttHI . THSWLCt
5 THTO(1Q).THTR<10) .TH1,TH2.VU7.25) ,VC.VR,
f> VSMH 1 0 ) , V T ( 1 0 ) . W < 1 6 ) , X C T R , X T ( 2 5 . 1 6 ) . Y(16) ,ZJC
EQUIVALENCE (DTH. Y< 1 ) 1 , ( TH, Y( 2 J I . ( RH , Y ( 3) I , < RH2 , RHP, YU ) ) .
* (RH1P.Y< 5)1 , (RH2P,Y(6) I , (M( l ) .OtLR) . ( M ( 2 ) » A R ) ,
4 4 W ( 3 ) . 2 I . ( W ( < » ) , Z 2 . Z P ) . I U ( 5 ) . Z 1 P I . ( W ( 6 ) , Z 2 P )
r***




C CHECK FOR SPACE CHARGE ITERATION.
IF<SPCH.EO.O.) GO TO 1
N3 = l
IFUSM.EQ.9) GO TO 1
I S* = <)
THO=THTO(5)
C













C INCREASE STEP SIZE DTH» BY A FACTOR
C OF (THSFAf.) EVERY (THSDEL) DEGREES
C IN THE THETA(5) RANGE FRCM (THSWHI)
C TO ITHSwLC) DEGREES.










IFCSPCH.EO.O.) GO TO 4
IF(KH.GT.RHM(7) ) GO TO 1
33
ThF=THTO(5 )




C R-7 COORDINATE TEST.
A IF<THTR(2).GT.3.1I GO TO 5
IF<«HOP(N2).LT.O.» CALL KZTRAJ











COMMON BO.CVF.DRHTt 10 ) ,ORHM< 16 I , OTHTO. DTHTR , DVDR< 10 ) t
1 OVOTi 10) ,DVRUR.DVRDZ.EOL( 10) . ET AO . 1 BAR * I T , JF t JT t KFOf KPOI t
2 KPOSC.L(JOP.IvEOL.Nl.N2.N3.PHD2A(10)tPI,Pl2tPSIA(lQ),PSIO(10)f Rt
3 RAD,RHM( 17) ,RHOP( 10).RHOPP( 10) ,RHT(10) ,RHV(10) tSPCHfTAU02,
4 TH01 Ift) ,THMCI25) .THSOELtTHSFAC.THSWHl tTHSWLO.
5 THTO( in» ,THTR( 10) ,TH1.TH2.V( 17,25) .VO.VR,
6 VSMH 10). VI (10 I. Mi 1 6 ) . X L T R , X T ( 2 5 ,16) . Y (16 ) ,2JO
FOUlVAt .ENCF I D T H t Y f 1) ) , ( T H . Y < 2 ) ) . (KH.YO) ),( RH2 , RH P, Y ( <+ ) I.
* (RH1P.YCS) ) . ( K H 2 P . Y I 6 ) I. (w i l l ,OELRi . ( M ( 2 ) ,AR) ,
* ( M ( . 3 ) . f t , 1 M 4 ) , Z 2 . 7 . P ) , ( W ( 5 ) .ZIP) . ( W ( 6 ) ,Z2P)
C***










CALL PSICAL( ARE .ZED. PS I. BO. RAO)
r.
C COMPUTE BR AND BZ.
CALi URHZt ARE.ZEO.BR.B7.BC.RAOI
T1=-FTAO/( A»E*ARF*PI2)
PHD = Tl*( PS I- PS I 0( IT) )
PHG2=PHD**2
PHD?A< IT )=PHC2
PSIA ( IT)=PS I
f.
C COMPUTES FIRST AND SECOND DERIVATIVES OF RHO WITH






TO=(VSMH I T I + V T U T ) )/{TAU02*RH*RH*(l .+IRHP/RH)**2)I
THn2=TO-(PHO?*ST2) / (1 . + (RHP/RH)**2)
ThOCIT I=ThD2
T1=RH*ST*PHC













C* C A L C U L A T E S ThF RATES OF CHANGE OF THE POTENTIAL
C* FIFLO IN SPHERICAL COORDINATES FOR ANY SPECIFIED
C* INTERICR POINT.
f*
C*** COMMON 80.CVF.URHT(1G).DRHM(16»,OTHTO.OTHTR,DVDR(10) ,
1 DVOTI lO t .OVRDR.OVRUZ .EOL(IO) . ETAO . I b Ak . I T , JF t JT , KPO , KPQ I ,
7 KPOSC.LOOP,NEUL.Nl .N2.N3.PH02A( lG).PI .PI2tPSIA(10).PSIO( lCI ,Rt
3 RAO.RHM( 17),RHOP( 10 ) , KHOPP ( 10 ) ,kHT ( 10 ) ,k HV ( 10 ) , SPCH , T AUD2 ,
4 THOC 10».THMC( 251 , THSOEL t THSF AC . THSWHl .THSWLO.
5 THTD( 10».THTR( 10 » ,TH1 ,TH2 . V( 17.25 ). VO , VR .
6 W S M K 10 ) ,VT(10» .M(16 I .XCTR.XT(25 .16 ) .V116) t 2 JO
EQUIVALENCE IDTht Y( 1 » ) , ( TH , Y ( 2 I ) . ( RH . Y ( 3) I , I RH2 , RHP. Y< 4) ) ,





C DETERMINE RHO INTERPOLATION FACTOR (FkJ.
on i c=i.i7
IFIRHM( tl.GT.KH) GO TO 2
1 CONTINUE
? IF( I.F0.17I 1=16
FR=(RH-RHM( I-l» J/DRHM( I- 1 )
C
C DETERMINE THETA INTERPOLATION FACTOR ( F T )
DO 3 .1 = 1.25
( F ( T H M D ( J i .GT.T2) GO TO 4
3 CONTINUE
4 IF(T2.GT,TH; ) T3=.25
F T = ( T ? - T H M D ( J- l ) ) / T 3
T 3 = T 3 / C V F
C
V P l = V < l-l. J-1)*FT*I VI I-1«J l - V ( l - l . J - l l )
( I , J ) - V ( I , J -D)
35
VP3=V( l - l . J
V< l-l. J-1»+FR*< V<
V T < IT»=VPH-FR*( VP2-VP1)
f. E V A L U A T E S OV/ORHO AND DV/OTHETA AT (RH.T2) FROM CURRENT
C POTENTIAL FIELD.
OVOR< ( T ) = U V f? -VP l ) /ORHM< l-l) J*VG
O V O T < I T ) = < ( VF3 -VP<» ) /T3 ) *VQ




SUBROUTINE R K ( O E )
C#
C I N T E G R A T E S ONE TRAJECTORY ONE STEP USING RUNGE-KUTTA
T. FORMULAS fN SPHERICAL COORDINATES.
C*
r**#
COMMON HO.CVF,DRhT( 10 ) ,0«HM( 16 ) «OTHTOt OTHTR t OVOR ( 10) •
1 OVDT( 1OI . DVHDR.OVR07 ,fcUL( 10) . ETAO , I BAR . I T , JF , JT , KPO, KPOl .
2 KPOSr..LnOP.NEOL.Nl.N2.N3.PHD2A(10).Pl ,Pl 2 t P SI At 10 » t PS 10< 10 >
3 kAO.RHM< 17 J .RHOPj 10 ) t RHOPPI 10 ) ,RH TMO ) ,RHV ( 10 ) » SPCH,TAU02 ,
4 THQ(lt ! t ,THMC(25>,THSOEL.THSFAC,THSWHl,THSWLQ.
5 THTO< 10I.THTR* 10) . TH1 , TH2 . V < 1 7 .25 ) , VO , VR .
6 VSMK 10) .VT(10) ,M( 1 6 ) . X C T R . X T ( 2 5 . 1 6 ) , Y ( 1 6 i t Z JO
EQUIVALENCE ( DTH. Y( 1) ) . i TH, Y ( 21 ) , ( RH . Y(3 ) ) t ( RH2 . RHPt Y( 4) J .
* (RH1P.Y(5 ) ) « < R H 2 P . Y ( 6 ) ) . (M(1 ) .OELR) . ( W ( 2 ) ,AR) ,
* ( W ( 3 ) ./).( t>(4) . Z 2 * Z P ) . ( U ( 5 ) tZIP), (M16) *Z2P)
f.** *
Y ( 1 5 ) = Y ( 3 I
Y ( l f c ) = Y ( 4 )
CALL OE
Y ( 7 ) = Y ( l ) * Y ( 5 )
Y « A ) = Y t l 6 > * . 5 *Y (8 )
CALL D£
Y ( 1 > * Y < 6 »
Y(3I=Y(15I* .5*Y<9J
Y » 4 » = Y ( 16)*.5*Y( 10)
CALL DE
Y( 1 1 ) = Y( 1 ) * Y ( 5 )
Y( 12 ) = Y< 1 ) * Y ( 6 )
Y ( 2 ) = Y ( 2 » + Y J l> /2 .
Y U ) = Y ( 1 6 ) + Y ( 1 2 I
TALL Dt
Y ( 1 3 ) = Y ( 1 ) * Y < 5 )
Y < 1 4 ) = y < i ) * Y ( 6 )
C
Y ( 3 ) = Y I 1 5 ) * ( Y I7 )« -2 . *Y( 9 > +2.* Y ( 11 > * Y { 13) ) /6












FOR ANY SPECIFIED COLLECTOR GEOMETRY, GENERATES
GRADUATED MESH PUINT ARRAYS IN BUTH THE RHO AND
THFTA DIRECTIONS.
COMMON 6O.CVF.ORHT( Ifj I ,DRHM( 16 ) . OTHTD. DTHTR , DVDRi 1C ) .
I O V D T < 101 .OVROR.OV/ROZ.EOLI 10) . ETAO. I 8 AR , I T , JF , JT , K FO , KPOI ,
? KPn.SC .LnOP.hEQL,Nl,N2tN3.PHD2A( 1U) ,P I .P12 .PSIA(10) ,PS l l3 ( lP )
3 RAD,RHM( 17 ),RHOP( 10) .RHOPP(IU) ,RHT( ID) ,RHV ( 10 ) t SPCH, TAU02 ,
A tHD( lO» .THMC(25) .THSDELtTHSFAC,THSr tH l .THSWLO.
5 THTO« 1UI,THTR( 1O ) . Thl ,TH2 . V( 1 7 .25 ) . VO . VR ,
ft VSMU 10 l . v f ( l O ) t W ( l 6 . ) t X C T R t X T ( 2 5 . 1 6 ) , Y( 161.2 JC
FOUI VALFNCE (OTJ-. Y( 1 ) I . ( TH , Y( 2.) ) .( RH , Y { 3) ) . 1 RH2 ,RHP, Y ( ^  ) ) ,
* (RHIP.Yt 5) I , ( K H 2 P , Y ( 6 ) ) . ( W ( l ) .UELR) . ( W ( 2 ) , AK) ,












GENERATE PHO AND DELRHO ARRAYS.
Tl=n. 8/120.
RHM< 17t=l.O
























THETA A R R A Y .
DO
GENERATE V A R I A B L E MESH THETA IN DEGREES IN THMD A R R A Y
RANGING FRDM THMD(1)=TH1 TO THMD(25»=180 *ITH FINE STEP
AT FNO.
2 .1 = 1. JK
) = THl*15.*FLOAT( J-l)
JKl=JK+l
JK?=JK+2
THMO<JKi)=177. - .25*FLOAT( JR)




SUBROUTINE R Z T R A J
r*
C* CONTROLS INTEGRATION OF ECUATIGNS OF MOTICN IN THE
C* R-7 RECTILINEAR COORDINATE SYSTEM.
f. COVERT FRCM SPHERICAL COORDINATES (RHO.THETA) TO CYLINDRICAL
C COORDINATES < R . Z ) AND CINTINUE INTEGRATION CF TRAJECTORY UNTIL
C IT REACHES SPHERICAL SURFACE.
r*
r***
COMMON BO , CV F, ORHT < 10 ) .DRHF ( 16 ) . OTHTO , OTHTR . DVDR < 10 ) ,
1 OVOT(IO-) .DVRnR.OVROZ.EOLdO) . ETAO , I BAR . I T. JF , JT ,K PO.KPOI ,
? KPOSC.LOOP.NEtlL,Nl,N2,N3,PH02A<10).PI . PI 2 , P SI A( 10 » , PS I0( 10 ) t R ,
3 RAD.RHMi 17).RHOP( 10 > .RHOPPC 10 » tRHT ( 10 ) .RHV ( 1C ) * SPCH, T AUG2.
4 T(-n( 10) ,THMC( 25) ,THSDEL.THSFAC,THSWHI»THS«iLOt
5 ThTD< 10).THTR( 10) . TH1, TH2 t VI 1 7 .25 ) , VO . VR ,
6 V S M U 1 0 ) , V T ( 1 C ) , W ( 1 6 I . X C T R . X T ( 2 5 . 1 6 ) . Y ( 1 6 ) , Z J O
EOU I VALENCE (DTI-. Y( 1 ) ) . ( TH . Y< 2 ) ) .( RH . Y (3) ) , ( RH2 , RHP, Y (4 ) ) ,
* <RH1P.Y( 5M .<RH2P,Y<6) >• < W < 1 » .OELK) . < W < 2 )
,Z2.ZP) , ( w ( 5 » ,Z1P) , (M(6) ,Z2P)
10 FORMAT(33HlShITCH TO R-Z COORDINATE SYSTEM-)
11 FORMAT115H TRAJECTORY NO. t I 3, 2Xt 5HDELR = t F 4. 3') , .













C IN IT IAL IZE R-Z INTEGRATION.
TO=RHOP( N2 ) *Z-RHTI N2 )*AR
T1=RHTJN2 )*Z«-RHOP<N2)*AR







Z ? P = T 2 / T 3
W R I T E ( 6 . 1 3 ) THRZ,RHRZ,AR,Z ,OVROR,L)VRDZ ,ZP,Z2P, VR
C
f. INTEGRATE TO SURFACE.
I CALL K Z R K ( R Z C E )
THKZ=90 . -CVF*ATAN(Z /AR) .
R H R Z = S O R T ( AR*AR*Z*Z )
W R I T E (6, 13) THRZ.RHRZ.AR.Z .DVRDR.DVRDZ,ZP ,Z2P*VR










f, INTEGRATES ONE TRAJECTORY ONE STEP USING RUNGE-KUTTA
C FORMULAS IN CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES.
C*
C***
COMMON 60.CVF .ORHT( 10),ORHM 16 ) .DThTO . OTHTR . DVOR ( 10) t
1 nvnT (10 ) .OVPDR.DVRDZ,EOL«10 ) .ETAQ, IBAR, IT . JF.JT.KPO.KPOI,
? KPOSC.LOOP,N6UL.N1.N2.N3.HH02A( 10 I , P I , P I 2, P SI A ( 10 ) , PS 10 ( 10 I , R.
3 RAD,RHM< 17I.RHOP< 1O ) .RHOPP ( 10 ) ,RHT < 10 ) ,RHV ( 10 ) . SPCH , TAU02 ,
4 THD( 10) . THMC<25) ,THSDEL.THSFAC.THShHI ,THSWLG.
5 THTOt lOt .TH1R( 10 ) . Thl ,TH2 , V ( 1 7 ,25 ) , VO . VR ,
6 V/SMK 101.VT (10),lw( 16) . X C T R . X T < 2 5 . 1 6 I t Y ( l & ) , ZJO
ECU I VALENCE (OTH, Y ( 1 ) ) . < TH. Y( 2 ) ) . < R H , Y ( 3 H .( R H 2 i R H P t Y ( 4 ) ) t
* tRHlP .Y(5 i ) .JRH2P.Y16) ). th( l ) . O E L K ) . ( M ( 2 ) .AR) ,
* ( k ( 3 ) .7) . ( W ( 4 ) . Z 2 . 7 P ) , ( W ( 5 ) , 7 . 1 P ) . ( W ( 6 ) , Z 2 P »
C***
CALL RZOE
W < 7 ) = « ( 1 ) * W ( 5 )
11/2
rt«3)=«(15)*.5*W(
W ( 4 ) = u ( 1 6 ) 4 - . 5*W(
CALL «ZOE
M ( q ) = W ( l ) * W ( 5 )
M( 10)=M(1 ) * W ( 6 )
W ( 2 ) = w ( l S ) +
CALl R7DE
W( l l > = W ( 1 > * W ( 5 )
W( 12 ) = W ( 1)*W (6)
CALL R/OE
W ( 1 3 ) = W (
M( l < i ) = ta
W ( 3 ) = r t ( l S H - ( k . (7 )*2 .*W( 9)+2. * W ( l l ) * w ( 1 3 ) 1/6.
W < < , ) = * < 16) +< to(8 l*2 .*W(10)*2 .*W(12)*W(14) I /O.





C COMPUTES FIRST ANQ SECOND DERIVATIVES OF Z WITH
f. RESPECT TC R (CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES).
C*
C***
COMMON HO.CVF.ORHTdO) t DRHMJ 16 ) .UTHTO , DTHTR t DVDR ( 10 ) ,
1 D V O T ( l O ) . O V R D R t D V R O Z . E O L ( 10) , ETAO . I BAR 11 T t JF , JT t KPOt KPOI t
7. KPOSC.LOOP.NEOL,N1.N2.N3,PHC2A(10) , P I , PI 2 t P SI A( 10 ) .PS 10 (10 ) , R ,
3 RAD.RHMl 17) .RHOP( 10 ) «RHOPP ( 10 J .RHT I 10 ) .RHVdO ) , SPCH, T AUO2 ,
39
4 ThO< 1OI . THMC<25) . THSDEL . THSF AC . THSWHI .THSWLO.
5 THTIH 10 » .THTR( 10 > .TH1,TH2,V< 1 7 .25 ) . VO , VR .
A VSHK 10). V T ( 1 0 ) * W ( 1 6 ) * X C T R . X T ( 2 5 t l 6 i * Y ( 1 6 ) t 2 J ' C
E Q U I V A L E N C E (OTh* Y< 1 i > . ( TH. Y( 2 I I .< RH , Y ( 3) ) , ( RH2 .RHP, Y< 4) >,
* (RH1P.Y(5I ) .<RH2P.Y16) ), (Ml) ,OELR),lw(2) tAR) ,
* <W(3l.;).(fc<4>.Z2.ZP),(W<5),ZlP)t(M(6) ,Z2P)
7 **2
T H = A T A N 2 ( A R . / »
CALL DEKIV
V R = V T < III
DVRDK = < A R * O V C R l IT • *( Z*LWGT ( I T J I/RH ) / ( RH»VO)
D V R O / = ( 7 * O V D R ( IT ) -AR*CVDT( IT J /RH ) / ( KH* VOI
T 1 = D V R O Z - / P * D V R O K
T2 = 2.*( ( V S M M ITJ*VR|/(1 .*ZP**2)1
7 ? P = T l / T ?






c pRjr^^s nui SELECTED D A T A ALONG A TRAJECTORY.
r*
c***
COMMON 80.CVF.DRHT( 10),DRHM( 16 1 1 DTHTD , QTHTR t OVDR ( 101 .
1 OVOT( 10I.OVRUR,OVROZ,EOL<10I . ETAO, I BAR , I T, JF, JT , KPO, KPOI ,
7 KPOSC.LnOP»NEOL.Nl,N2.N3,PH02A(lCt . P I , P t 2 , P SI A ( 10 ) . PS 1 3 ( ID )
3 RAD.kHMi 17».RHOP< 1O I ,KHOPP ( 10 ) , RH T ( 10 ) ,RHV ( 10 I , SPCHt TAUD2 t
A ThOdOl .THMC(25J ,THSDEL tTHSFAC,THSWHI ,THSWLO,
5 T H T O I 1 0 I . T H T R ( 10 I . THl ,TH2 . V( 1 7 ,25 I . VO . VR t
6 VSMK 10 I . V / T ( lO).wH 16),XC7R,XT125,16) , Y(16I,ZJO
EQUIVALENCE (OTH. Y( 1 ) t . ( TH, Y( 2 I > ,( RH. Y ( 3) ) > ( RH2 ,RHP, Y (4) ) ,
* ( R H 1 P . Y ( 5 > I , (RH2P,Y(6) ). ( W ( l ) .UELR ) , < H ( 2 ) t A R ) ,
* < W < 3 ) , Z ) , ( W ( 4 ) , 7 2 , Z P ) . ( W ( 5 ) . Z 1 P ) . < W < 6 ) , Z 2 P )
C FORMAT STATEMENTS.
10 FORMAT(10HODELTHETA=,F7.4.5H OEG. I
11 FORMATC5H STEP, 15)
12 FOR^AT«/1X,3 I -TRJ.2X.5HTHETA.2X.3HRHO,6X I
A 2hVT.7X.5HCVORH.7X.5HOVOTH.6X.5HRH-PR,6X.6HRH-PPR,6X,4HTHD2t
B 6X.4HPHC2.6X.3HPSU
13 F O R M A T S 1X.I2.F8.2.F6.3.1P8E11.3*
f.
C PRINT TITLES.
I F ( K 9 . E U . 9 I GO TO 1
WRITE<6.10) CTHTO
WRITE(6.12)





2 W R I T E < 6 . 1 3 ) I,THTO( l ) .RHT(l) t V T ( I) ,DVDRU >.
* D V O T J I J.RI-OPm.RHOPPI I I . THD< 1) .PHD2A ( I ) , PS I A ( I )























COMPUTES THE POTENTIAL FIELD V FOR A GIVEN
FIELD 8Y SOLVING POISSONS EQUATION.
SPACE CHARGE
POISS1 ANC POISS2 ARE SUBROUTINES DESCRIBED BY THE TN
OF REFERENCE 2. THEY HERE DEVELOPED TO SOLVE POISSONS
EQUATION IN A SUBREGION OF A SPHERE IN AN EFFICIENT
NON-ITERATIVE FASHION. USING A BLOCK DIAGONAL MATRIX
TECHNIQUE.
COMMON/BLOCK1/NR,NT.RAJ 1 7 ) , T A ( 2 5 ) « X ( 2 5 , 1 6 ) , X 1 , A V S
COMMON BO.CV F,OR HT(10).DRHM(16).DTHTD,OTH TR,DVDR110),
1 DVOT< 10I.DVRDR.OVRDZ.EOLUO) . ETAO, IBAR , 1 T. JF, JT.KPO.KPOI,
2 KPGSC,LQnP,NEQL.Nl,N2.N3.PH02A<10) , P I , PI 2 , P SI AUO ) , PS 10 (1C ) , R ,
3 RAO.RHMf17)*RHOP(10) .RHOPP(10) .RHTI10)»RHV(10) ,SPCH,TAU02,
4 THO<10)«THMC(25 ) ,THSOEL.THSFAC.THSWHI ,THSWLO.
5 THTD<10) .TH1R<10) .TH1,TH2,V<17,25) ,VO,VR,
6 VSMK in ) .VT( lO) t W ( 1 6 ) , XC TR . XT ( 25 ,16 ) . Yt 16) , ZJO
EQUIVALENCE ( D T K , Y ( 1 ) ) , < T H , Y ( 2 ) ) , ( R H , Y ( 3 ) ) , < R H 2 ,RHP,Y(4) ) ,
* ( R H 1 P . Y < 5 ) ) . ( R H 2 P , Y ( 6 ) ) . ( * < ! ) ,OELR) . (M(2 ) ,AR) ,
* ( W ( 3 > .Z ) . < M (4 ) , Z 2 . Z P ) . ( U < 5 ) , Z 1 P ) . ( W ( 6 ) . Z 2 P )
r***
LOGICAL A V S




























C IF AXUL SPIKF IS PRESENT IN THIS PARTICULAR PROBLEM*
f. READ IN THESE VALUES AND DISPLAY THEM. -
IF( TRAR.EO.O) GO TO 4
00 3 f=l,NR2
3 X(M, f ) = XB< I )
4 no 5 .1=1. NT
TC< J)=THMO< J )
5 TA( J) = THMD< J )/CVF
IF( IfiAK.FO.C) GO TO 9
r.
C. REAR BAR VALUES.
AVS=.TRUF.
iF(LSw.tO.<3) GO TO 7
1 Sh = <5
K E A U C S . 2 3 I ( X ( N T . I ) . I = 1 ,NR1)
00 6 1=1. NR2
X 6 < [ | = - X ( N T . I )
6 X i N T . I I = - X ( N T . I )
C
C P R I N T EAR VALUF.S.
7 M R I T E < 6 . 2 7 I
W W I T E < 6 . ? e )
W R [ T F < f t . 2 - 5 l P A f l l . X l
no 8 1=1.




C SFT-UP ANC FACTOR SUB-MATRICES IN BLOCK DIAGONAL
C COEFFICIENT MATRIX.
1 0 C A I L P O F S S 1
C.
C PRFNT INPbT BLOCK.
WRITE46.35)
WR ITF<A.25»
MRITE(6.3?t (RA(I). 1=6. NR )
OO 11 J=1.NT
11 MRITE(6.?4> 1D(J). (X(J.K-l). K=6.NR)
WRITE* 6. 33) XI
C
C CARRY OUT SOLUTION OF MATRIX PROBLEM TO YIELD V-FIELD.
CALL POISS2
42
C ADJUST EAR VALUES.
IF( IfiAR.EO.O > GO TO 17
00 16 1=4,16
16 X ( N T . I )=X(NT1 . I »
r.
C PRINT OUTPUT BLOCK.
17 MRITH6 .35 )
W R I T F < 6 . 3 0 )
WHITE<6.31I <RA([). 1=2.NRI
00 12 .1=1.JF





C DISPLAY ECUIPOTENTIAL LINE DATA.













C FIND ON EACH THETA MfcSH LINE THE RHO VALUES ASSOCIATED
C KITH NFOL PKE-SPECIFIED POTENTIAL VALUES. AN EOUIPOTENT IAL








5 THTOI10).THTR( 10 I.Thl .TH2.V(17.25•tVO.VR.
A VSMK 10). VT(10),W( 16> .XCTR,XT(25 .16) . Y(16),ZJQ






















lF<EQi-( U.GT.XTU.K.) ) GO TO 2
1 CONTINUE
? \ F ( K1 . GT . 1 ) GO TO 3
R H V < I » =O.O
GO TO 5
* F=(XT( . I .K ) -ECL< I I ) / (XT (J ,K ) -XT<J ,K+1 ) )
IFIK.GT.QI GO TO 4
F=(XCTR-EOL( II ) /<XCTf i -XT(J,K* l ) )
4 RHV< I »=RHM<K+n+F*<RHM<K+2l-RHM<K+l) I





C RIGHT-HANC SIDE CALCULATION FOR POI SSGN MATRIX EQUATION.
f. EQUIVALENT TO CALCULATION OF SPACE CHARGE FIELD.
C*
DIMENSION V< 111 ,C<?) . V I ( ID » ,RH < 1 1 ) ,AD(1L) t RHS( 11 , 9 ) , ARG< 16 ) ,





24 FORMATdlHORhS A R R A Y - J
25 FORMAT«lX .16 f8 .1 )
26 F O R M A T ( 2 X . 16F8.2 )
27 FORMATUOF5.0)
2f i F O R M A T « / 2 X . 3 » - R H O , 5 X . 2 H - V J
2<5 FOf tMAT(12HORFS VALUES.)
30 FO«MAT(/2X.3hRHO,4X, lHC.2X,4HTUBEt4X.5HTHETA,6X,3HRHS)
31 FORMAT(1X.F5.3.2I4.1H-,I 1.F10.3.F9.1)
32 FORMAT(5H TH 1=, F7. 3, 7X , 5HTHF =,F8.3I
33 FORMAT(/4X.5I-AXIAL/2X,9HPOTENTIAL/1X.12HDISTRIBUTION)
f.
C. A=RAOUJS CF ENTRY HOLE.
f. ZJO=JO ICLRRENT DENSITY).
C THO=INITI/L VALUE GF TRAJECTORY 5.













CVF=l f lO. /Pl
W R I T F ( 6 . 2 9 »
U R ( T E ( 6 . 3 2 ) 1HO.THF
f.
C SECTION FCR COMPUTING SPACE CHARGE ALONG
C TUBF CENTER LINES.
C I=8IG LOCf FOR 11 RHO VALUES FROM' 0.63. TO 1.00
C J = SM. LOOP FOR 7 TUBES ( 1-2 ,2-3 .. . . . 7-8 ) .
C THF=RHfl .*3 CROSSING ANGLE OF TRAJ. NO. 5.
C READ 11 AXIAL V-VALUES(RHO .63 TO 1.0)
f- ANfJ VSMI-4RRAY49).
f,
C GENERATE JRG-ARRAY. C-ARRAY, AND Vl-ARRAY.
f. ARG(K)=THETA MESH VALUES IN HOLE REGION.
C C ( J)=l,3.5,...,13 (MULTIPLIERS!.




VH J)=(V2t J)+V2(J*1» )/2i
2 C<J)=2*J-1
r.
C. GENERATE AND PRINT RH-ARRAY AND V-ARRAY.
C. RH( I t ARRAY-11 A X I A L RHO MESH VALUES
C FROM .633 TO 1.000
C V < l l -POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION AT THESE
C 11 A X I A L MESH POINTS.
* R I T E 1 6 . 3 3 »
WRITE(6.2fll
00 3 1 = 1, IF
RHi I )=RHM( 1+6)
V( I»=-XI25, 1+5)
3 MRITE16.22I RH( I ) ,V ( I )
C
f. GENERATE THETA-ARRAY AND SPREAD THROUGHOUT
C SPACE CHARGE REGION (BASED ON TRAJECTORY NO. 5).
OTH=TH1-THF
TO = DTH/flRO




T 2 = T l + ( 180.-T1 J/8.
DEL=( 180.-T2)/4.
DO 4 J=1.JF2
THOI I. J)=180.-FLOAT( J)*DEL
4 THKU,J )=THD<I ,J l /CVF
5 CONTINUE
C
C GENERATE «0-ARRAY (DISTANCE BETWEEN
C TRAJECTORIES 4 AND 5 AT EACH OF
C 11 RHO MESH LINES).
00 6 1=1. IF
TX1=RHU)*TAMTHR( I. 51)




C CALCULATE SOURCE TERMS FCR ALL TRAJECTORY
C CROSSINGS OF RHD MESH LINES.
AJ=A*A*7JO
no 9 1=1. if
I F C K P O S C . N E . f l ) w R I T E I 6 . 3 0 )
nn 9 J=I . JF
E I = V I < j » - v ( i )
I F J E l . G T . O . • GO TO 7
RHS( r.j»=n.o
Gf, TO 8
7 F ? = S Q * T < E 1 )
S T = S I N < T H R ( I .J) »
D F N = C l * S O R T ( V O * * 3 » * E 2 * R H J I I * S I * A O ( I )
R H S < i . J ) = ( f . ( J I * A J ) / O E N
fl Jl=.l*l
I C = C ( . I )








IFURGU).GT.THD( l.J) I GO TO 11
10 CONTINUE
11 IF(.i.NE.ll GO TO 13
nELRHS=0.-RHS( I .J)
T1 = 18O.-THD( I.Jl
1? T?=ARG(KI-THC(l.J)
F=T?/T1




13 T1=THOU .J-l J-THO( l.J)
UFLRHS=RHS< I .J-H-RHSU. J)
GO TO 12
14 RHSK f .K)=O.C
15 CONTINUE






16 WRITE(6.25) (RHSI(I.K). K=l,16)
C
C 7FRO OUT PHS PREPARATORY TO
C LOADING SCURCE TERMS.
17 no 18 J=2.24
00 Ifl K=l,15
IS X(J.K)=O.O
IF(IRAR.NE.O) GO TO 20
00 19 1=1.16











SUBROUTINE PS 1C AL1R.Z.PS 1. BO. ASM)
C*
f* CALCULATES PSI. THE MAGNETIC FLUX. OF THE MAGNETIC








































S U B R O U T I N E BfrBZ <R , Z , BR ,BZ ,60 , ASM )
C*
C* CALCULATES 8R AND BZ, THE R AND 2 COMPONENTS OF THE
C* MAGNETIC FIELD AT EACH MESH POINT IN THE REGION
C* OF T.HE ENTRY HOLE.
C*
PI -3. I 41 5926 5
IF(Z.FO.n .O) Zc.0004






































8 1=C 1*T 1
8 2=C 2*T 2
B 3=C 3*T 3
B 4sC 4*T 4
R 5=C 5*T 5
8 6=C 6*T 6
48
B 7=C 7*T 7
B 8=C 8*T 8














































array of entry angles, a, rad
entry angle, a, deg
rectilinear coordinate, r
radius of entry hole, a, cm
axial boundary value logical switch TRUE indicates presence of an
axial spike
magnetic flux density, BQ
r- component of magnetic field, Bf
z- component of magnetic field, B_
Zi
switch for type of flow (confined flow when not equal to 0; Brillouin flow
when equal to 0)
conversion factor, deg to rad
5i array, rad
entry angles of electron classes, 8., deg
step size Ar for r-z trajectory integration
Ap of mesh
Ap of trajectories
A0 of trajectories (equivalent to DTHTR below), rad
A0 of trajectories (step in 6 for p-9 trajectory integration), deg





































initial electron charge-to-mass ratio
permittivity of free space, eQ
storage for number of iteration loops in space charge calculation
indicator for axial boundary values
iteration counter
looping indexes
main output frequency control of trajectory data (e.g., 5 means to print
every fifth point); KPOI is constant; KPO may be varied
output control for space charge values
initialization switch
counter for number of loops
indicator switch for space charge looping
number of equipotential lines to be calculated
control indexes for trajectory calculations
number of 0-mesh lines, usually 26
number of p-mesh points, usually 17
number of trajectories, usually 9
(f>(dcp/dt), where <p is azimuthal angle
V*




initial magnetic flux, I//Q
radius of collector, R, cm
array of r-mesh values




































p in r-z coordinate system
p- values for each trajectory
p- values for equipotential lines
space charge indicator switch
2




variable of integration, 0
initial cone angle, deg
initial cone angle, deg




0 step- size increment, deg
6 switch for step- size control
0- coordinate of trajectory, deg
02
0- coordinate of trajectory, rad
0 in r-z coordinate system
potential inside spherical collector
initial normalized electrical potential, VQ
interpolated potential in r- z system
v, array; beam velocities
array of initial voltages
Runge- Kutta storage area in r-z system
52
XCTR value of source term at center of sphere
XT(25,16) source term needed for solution to Poisson's equation
Y(16) Runge-Kutta storage area in p-6 system
Z,ZP z, z'(3z/8r) . .
ZIP z'
Z2,Z2P
, miscellaneous storages for independent variables in
cylindrical coordinate system
2
ZJO initial current density, JQ, A/cm
ZIO initial current, IQ, A
ZKP perveance, KL, A/V3/2




Flow charts are presented only for those five subroutines, INTGRN, DE, RZTRAJ,
VFIELD, RHSCAL, which might not otherwise be easily understood. Diamond-shaped
blocks indicate decision-making points in the subroutines. Numbers appearing on blocks














to obtain Br and BZ

















J number and Ar
pr r"? sin 6
p'r . z = p cos 9
) Write, r 7 7'dVr/dr, a
1 - .
8, /^ Ca
V « ( "ubro
dV,!/dz , V : RZ
,<^rVesx>[NO
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where x = z/a. Then,
BY(0 , z )= - .
M'
4 x 480B.OC
 9 -0,z) = It- (3 - 14x^ + 7x4)
B^(0,z)=-12 x 480Bn (E2)
12 x 14 x
V (5 - - 15x")
12 x 14 x 480Bn , , R o0, z) = S (5 - 220x'! + 990x4 - 924x6 + 165xH) .
10
14 x 48 x 480B,.x , .
 R „
, z) = 5L (135 - igSOx'' + 5346x* - 3564x° + 495xtt)
14 x 45 x 48 x 480Bn „
, z) = y (3 - 195X"1 : - 2574x° + 1287x8 - 143xlu)
„„ 28 x 45 x 48 X 480Bnx , . „ „ 1n
BCU(0, z) = S- (231 - SOOSx^ + 22022x4 - 28314xb + HOllx8 - 1001xlu) I
57
To simplify these expressions, let
T3 = 1 -
= 3 -
= 3 - 42x2 + 35x4 = 3 - 7x2(6 - 5x2)
Tg - 3 - 14x* + 7x* - 3 - 7x^(2 - x*)
T? = 1 - 27x2 + 63x4 - 21x6 = 1 - 3x2[g - 7x2(3 - x2)]
rg = 5 - 45x2 + 63x4 - 15x6 = 5 - 3x2[l5 - x2(21 - 5x2)]
(20 - 3x2[30 - x2(28 - 5x2)]JTg = 5 - 220x" + 990X"1 - 924x6 + 165x8 - 5 - Ilx2| ^|2 4 6 8
= 135 - 1980x2 + 5346x4 - 3564x6 + 495x8
= 9(l5 - Ilx2{\ I
T1]L = 3 - 195x2 + 1430x4 - 2574x6 + 1287x8 - 143x10
- x2(36 - 5x2)
= 3 - 13x2(l5 - Ilx2fl0 - x2[l8 - x2(9 - x2)\ I L
T12 = 231 - 5005x2 + 22022x4 - 28314x6 + HOllx8 - lOOlx10
- 11|21 - 13x2^35 - x2(l54 - x2[l98 - 7x2(ll -












12 x 480BT (E4)




12 x 14 x 480BnTQ
Y
B?(0,
14 x 48 x 480BnXTl
,„
B?(0,z)=
14 x 45 X 48 x 480BnT1
, z) =





We make the substitution r = r/2, and nest as follows,
B r(r ,z)=-r2
and similarly,





2x 3 I 3X4
BVII












DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The equations of motion as derived in reference 1, equations (B17) and (B18), are
2 2p'0 = p6* + p sin^0 v * - p " 6 * + J L ° V - ! L
B2 3p R R
p sin '
9r>'$ • 2 n 3V TIg _ _ w p
 + gin g CQS e ^,<. +—ii_w_ _ _n_ cos g ^A _ _j_ sm 0 ^





Solving these two equations simultaneously for p" yields
o . 9 2
}t« _ n i P sin 0 (p -t] f : 2p' p' sin 0 cos




1 r) V • • f/"
= — —^ - sin 0 A^. (p - p sin 0 <? £
R 3p ™ 3p
f =£1- pRcOS 0
2
 30
- pR sin 0
3^0
(F4a)







Away from the entry hole, the magnetic field terms <p, A , and ;Vm are negli-
gible. Therefore, in this region equation (F3) may be expressed ' " -^V fr
61
:_3V
 + 2£'2 3V (F5)













oA area of annulus, cm
a radius of collector entry hole, cm
Br r-component of potential field, 3Vm/9r, G/cm
B^ z-component of potential field, 3V /3z, G/cm
£* IH
BQ magnetic flux density, G
b radius of electron beam at injection, cm
E Vj + V
I current, A
2J current density, A/cm
K perveance,
R unreduced radius of spherical collector, cm
r, z cylindrical coordinates
u electron energy
V normalized electric potential





v, i normalized injection energy class
e0 permittivity of free space, 8. 86xiO~14 F/cm
rje electron charge-mass ratio, charge/kgxlO
p normalized radius vector
p unnormalized radius vector, cm
o
p space charge density, C/cm
roTn R/(2T]V0)
1/2
polar and azimuthal spherical coordinate angles
63
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